What is Crystal Reports?

- Crystal Reports are the strong business application tools or production deporting tools which can almost turns any database source into interactive and valuable information that can examine either online or offline or from any devices. (Crystalreports.com)

- In addition it’s a business intelligent tool which are marketed to small business owners in order to design, obtain and reports from a wide range of data sources. (Wikipedia.com)

- The inventor of Crystal Reports is Terry Cunningham and it was originated in 1991.
What is Crystal Reports?

- Crystal Service Inc. was the first company to marketed this product under the name of Quick Reports at the beginning.

- The inventor of Crystal Reports is Terry Cunningham and it was originated in 1991.
Features and benefits of crystal reports and what it can do

- **Flexible, customizable report design**
  - Through SAP Crystal Reports’ intuitive design interface and efficient workflow we can create a very highly formatted design with pixel-perfect reports really quickly.

- **Broad data connectivity**
  - Crystal Reports is a tool to connect information sources spread around the organization or in a company directly.
  - Data sources in crystal Reports which includes Native, ODBC, OLE DB, and JDBC connectivity to relational, OLAP, Web services, XML, enterprise data sources, and salesforce.com.
Features and benefits of crystal reports and what it can do

- Powerful report delivery options.
  - Crystal Reports can deliver personalized reports to your business users and in desired destination in their desired language and format in order to analyze vital data for business purposes.

- Expanded support for Excel.
  - Crystal Reports is more flexible by allowing more data to be exported to a single worksheet without spanning multiple worksheet via XLSX export which can takes full advantage of updated excel file format.
Features and benefits of crystal reports and what it can do

- **Mobile Interactivity**
  - Crystal Reports which is also are interactive reports are widely now available through your all devices including smartphones, tablets and iPads.

- **SAP Crystal Dashboard Design software, Adobe Flex, Adobe Flash and HTML 5 integration.**
  - Crystal Reports applications or tools are enables to all crystal reports developers to produce powerful “mash-up” pulling data from variety of sources.
Features, benefits of crystal reports and what it can do

- Windows 7 compatible
  - SAP Crystal Reports software 2013 is certified compatible with Microsoft Windows 7.

- Report Designer
  - Crystal Reports allows users to design data connection graphically and report layouts as well.
  - Crystal Report can interact with variety of software's and tools.
Features, benefits of crystal reports and what it can do

- Data Sources Supported by Crystal Reports using “Data Expert” tool.
  - PostgreSQL
  - Sybase
  - IBMDB2
  - MS ACCESS, MS SQL Server, MySQL, Interbase
  - Oracle, MS Excel
  - Text files, XML files, Lotus notes
Features, benefits of crystal reports and what it can do

- Crystal Reports are user friendly in a ways that its let you write formulas using theirs BASIC or Crystal’s own syntax with a wide range of formatting options available.

- Crystal Reports drive faster and more informative decision making tool for small business with SAP Crystal Solutions.
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